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Red Hat Fedora Linux 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Fedora Linux 3 can do it, you can do it too ...
Fedora Core 3 is Red Hat's most solid Fedora to date, including features destined for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4. Use Fedora Core 3, with the latest Linux technology, to set up a personal desktop, small business server, or programming workstation. This book will teach you the basics of using...
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The Handbook of Task Analysis for Human-Computer InteractionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
The most widely cited reference on task analysis has been Task-Analysis for Human-
Computer Interaction, edited by Dan Diaper, who must take the main blame for this new
Handbook of Task Analysis for Human-Computer Interaction, as his motive was in part to
stem the trickle of requests from around the world for chapters from the...
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Video Over IP, Second Edition: IPTV, Internet Video, H.264, P2P, Web TV, and Streaming: A Complete Guide to Understanding the TechnologyFocal Press, 2008
"I find this book among the better ones, for its systematic approach and clarity of the text...The "Video over IP" book is highly recommended for all practising broadcast engineers."- EBU Techincal Review 

?...here is a guide that gives you everything you need to know to find the best solution for your application.? ?...
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Cabling Handbook, The (2nd Edition)Pearson Education, 2000
           The Cabling Handbook, Second Edition is a thorough, up-to-the-minute professional's guide to every aspect of LAN and telecommunications cabling, from planning through installation and management. From Category 5 twisted pair and fiber to the latest wireless LAN solutions, it's all here:...
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Bridge to Abstract Mathematics: Mathematical Proof and StructuresRandom House, 1987
Intended to bridge the gap between the standard calculus sequence and more abstract upper-division mathematics courses, this successful text provides a firm foundation in sets, logic, and mathematical proof methods. The Second Edition includes a smoother transition from the concepts of logic to actual use of these concepts in proving theorems;...
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Toll-like Receptors: Roles in Infection and Neuropathology (Current Topics in Microbiology and Immunology)Springer, 2009
Mammalian Toll-like receptors (TLRs) were first identified in 1997 based on their homology with Drosophila Toll, which mediates innate immunity in the fly. In recent years, the number of studies describing TLR expression and function in the nervous system has been increasing steadily and expanding beyond their traditional roles in infectious...
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Security and Privacy in Mobile Information and Communication SystemsSpringer, 2011

	MobiSec was the second ICST conference on security and privacy for mobile information and communication systems. It was held in front of the beautiful historic backdrop of Catania, the Sicilian town with marvelous views of Mt. Etna. The never fully dormant volcano provided appropriate scenery, metaphorically relating to the security threats...
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Ultimate Game Programming with DirectXCharles River, 2009

	Make your own games using DirectX 10 and C++ with Ultimate Game Programming with DirectX, Second Edition. Written for experienced programmers who want to learn DirectX 10 and how to apply it to game creation, this book goes in-depth with DirectX 10 and each of its subsystems. Every part of the gamedevelopment process is covered and you'll...
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C++ for EveryoneJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	This book is an introduction to C++ and computer programming that focuses on the
	essentials—and on effective learning. The book is designed to serve a wide range of
	student interests and abilities and is suitable for a first course in programming for
	computer scientists, engineers, and students in other disciplines. No prior...
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Volatility Trading, + WebsiteJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Popular guide to options pricing and position sizing for quant traders


	In this second edition of this bestselling book, Sinclair offers a quantitative model for measuring volatility in order to gain an edge in everyday option trading endeavors. With an accessible, straightforward approach, he guides traders through the...
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Pro JavaScript Techniques: Second EditionApress, 2015

	Pro JavaScript Techniques is the ultimate JavaScript book for today's web developer. It provides everything you need to know about modern JavaScript, and teaches you what JavaScript can do for your web sites. This book doesn't waste any time looking at things you already know, but instead concentrates on fundamental, vital...
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Android Application Development Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Over 100 recipes to help you solve the most common problems faced by Android Developers today


	About This Book

	
		Find the answers to your common Android programming problems, from set up to security, to help you deliver better applications, faster
	
		Uncover the latest features of Android...
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